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November 14, 1974

Bids exceed budget
for Administration
Building; space cut

jATISFIED WITH SETTLEMENT: Jane Miller, assistant professor of chemistry,
discusses result of sex bias complaint. [Photo by Larry LaBrlerl

,

Miller, administration reach
settlement on sex bias
•
Lynn O'Shaughnessy
Under the supervision of the Equal
Employment Opportunity Commission,
Jane Miller, - 9
iSle- professor of
chemistrY, !eached a settlement in July
~974 w'ith the administration of UMSL.
Miller had filed two complaints charging discrimination based on sex, The first
was filed with the Missouri Commission
of Human Rights in November 1971. The
commission ruled in Miller's favor,
UMSL, however, questioned the authority
eMCHR had over the university' and
therefore did not honor the ruling,
Miller's next step was filing a complaint with EEOC in October 1972. The
EEOC had the power to reside over the
negotiations betw ee n Miller and the
~ni versity, but the commission could not
impose a ruling.
The predetermination settlement
reached by both parties, however, had to
be approved by the commission before it
could be finalized. If an agreement had
not been reached between Miller and the
administration, EEOC could have brought
the issue to federal court.
• Pay discrimination because of sex was
Miller's major grievance. Miller said she
was the lowest paid assistant professor in
chemistry despite her tenure. In all other
department;., she continued, tenured
assistant professors are the highest paid
of the assistant professors.
Another area of dissatisfaction was the
4heavy teaching load. "I was not given the
same teaching load as the other assistant
professors in chemistry," said Miller.
Besides' a large course load, which
included some evening classes, Miller
was placed in charge of the chemistry
lab, which she said is very time
consuming.
• Also, because of her joint appointment
with education, she had an obligation to
teach chemistry methods in education
courses. She was required to supervise
and observe student teachers in schools
around St. Louis. All these obligations,
Miller said, prevented her from giving a
proper amount of time to research.
The final settlement promised a better
~eaching load, comparable to other assistant professors, and provided Miller
with a teaching-free semester, enabling
her to devote herself full time to
research.
Miller also received a cash settlement
tmounting to $10,850. The five figure
sum was computed on the basis of' past
salary inequities.
After this threefold settlement was
offered by the university, Miller dropped
all complaints. She remarked, "I am very
satisfied with the agreement."
• To Miller's knowledge, she was the
first person to bring action against the
university because of sex discrimination.

It appears that Miller's case set a
precedence for future sex discrimination
cases against the uni versity. Since
Miller's own filing, 19 more sex discrimination cases against UMSL have
been received. Some of these pending
cases, says Miller, were initiated by
women job seekers, who felt they were
not hired because of sexual bias. These
cases are now being reviewed by EEOC
and HEW.
"It takes a tremendous amount of
courage to file a suit," Miller said.
Inevitably , she continued, there was
criticism and resentment directed against
her. "Some people thought 1 wasn't
worth it. "
'
Miller is especially concerned with the
misunderstanding generated out of her
case. She wanted to emphasize that the
case was' never br~ught to court, as
some believed, but was settled inside the
confines of the university.
Besides the controversy a sex discrimination complaint stirs up , there are
other hazards created against an individua,.I challenging the university in any
type of case. Sometimes, Miller said,
formal complaints can put 'the faculty or
staff person's job in jeopardy. While
tenured professors are protected against
firing, "troublesome" personnel can be
replaced, Miller said.
Another consequence of filing a complaint , Miller says, is the possible
difficulty in seeking another job.
, Milier feels a positive consequence , of
her complaint is more awareness of
women's problems on campus . .
She also added, "The administration is
making a very good effort to bring
women's salaries to a medium level."

Hank Vogt
"There's trouble in the river city."
That was one contractor's feeling after
five bids , opened last Thursday for the
construction of the new administration
building, were about $300,000 higher
than the $2 million appropriated by the
state legislature.
Plans for the new building will be
redesigned and scaled down according to
university Bus;ness Officer John Peny.
This will aggravate an already tight
squeeze for space in the new building.
A low bid of $2,278,276 was submitted
by the C. Rallo Construction Company.
" We 'll just have to cut down on the
space in it," said Perry, referring to the
plans for the new building. Perry is part
of an informal committee which will make
a recommendation to redesign and rebid
the project to the university Board of
Curators meeting in Columbia Nov.
21-22.
Other members include the director of
the physical plant, director of buildings
and architects of the project.
The university had hoped that a total of
14 alternatives including elimination of
brick facing on retaining walls, smaller
light fixtures and vinyl tile in place of
carpeting would offset the higher bids.
With all the alternative deductions the
low bid came to $2,177,976.
The three student-orientated groups

which did not have space assigned to
them in the four-story , 50,000 feet
building plans are: Central Council,
Project UNITED and the Black Culture
room .
The groups are now housed in the
present administration building which
was labeled a fire trap and safety hazard
by the state Commission on Higher
Education in 1972. The three groups have
been given verbal promises of space in
the new building.
Perry said the university will probably.
not ask for more money to build the new
structure. "We're obligated to work with
what we have," he said . .
Higher construction cost and the need
for the building were two reasons given
by Perry for moving as quickly as
possible on the project. He added that a
request for an additional appropriation
would be a lengthy process .
The present administration building
was built about 1910 and served as the
clubhouse of the old Belleriv Country
Club.
Campus officials hope that construction
can start by next spring if the Board of
Curators give approval. Completion would
be 16 months after building began.
Bids for the new $2.2 million general
services building will be opened Dec. 10
with many of the same firms bidding on
the project.

Former CIA agent to
highfightpofiuca/~eek
Morton Halperin, former Assistant
Secretary of Defense and member of the
National Security Council, whose telephone was reportedly "bugged" will be
featured as .a speaker from 11 :30 to 1:00
in room 331 SSBE on Wednesday,
November 20.
Halperin's address on the U.S. covert
. activities will be one of seven speakers
programs being sponsored the week of
Monday, November 18, through Friday,
November 22. All of the guest speakers
are appearing through the joint efforts of
the Center for International Studies, the
College of Arts and Sciences, the Political
Science Department an_d the UMSL ·
Programming Board.

Scheduled for Monday are NATO
representatives from West Germany,
Norway and Turkey in 331 SSBE from
9:00 to 11:00 and New York Times
correspondent Leslie Gell> on the SALT
talks from 11 :30 to 1:00 in the Penney
Auditorium. A seminar will also be held
that day in 121 J. C. Penney from 3:00 to
5:90·
Tuesday will feature Mark Seldon, an
assistant professor of Chinese History at
Washington University and Joel Glassman , assistant professor of political ,
science at UMSL. Both shall discuss U.
S. involvement in Asia at the Penney
Auditorium from 11:30 to 1:00.
Also speaking . Tuesday will be Victor
Marchetti, a former Central Intelligence
Agency member and the author of the
CIA and the .Cult of Intelligence. ,His '
address on CIA activity will be given
frpm 2 to 4 :~0 in the Penney, Auditorium.
In addition to the appearance of
Morton Halperin, a seminar is scheduled
for Wednesday from 3:00 to 5:00 in 331
SSBE.
Jeffrey Record, a researcher at the
Brookings Institute, Edwin Fedder, the
Director Qf the , Center for International
Studies, and Dr. Tilemann Stuetzenmuller
from the ' German Embassy wlll appear
Thursday for a discussion of U.S. troops
in Europe. A seminar will occur .later in
the same time and place as, We~ne~day.

BLOOD DRIvE: Alpha Phi Omega, a national co-educational service fraternity is
sponsoring the drive in conjunction with the Red Cross on Wednesday, Nov. 20 and
Thursday, Nov. 21 in room 126 J .C. Penney. To make an appointment, call the
APO office at 5335. A trophy will be presented to ,the cluh that donates the most
blood.

On Friday there will appear David
Felix, professor of Economics at Wash'ington University, Simon Kagan, profes- .
sor of international busine!)s ~t _lJMSj.
and Shea Smith a vice-presiden't of
. Monsanto. They will speak on multinational corporations in 331 SSBE from
1l:30 to 1:00.
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Fluby . olliY"t. o"nlled

Senate selects Roos for graduation degree recipient
::-::---::--=:--c:----...;.~----

Mark Henderson

The commencement address
for the UMSL January commen cement will be delivered by
out-going St. Louis County
Supervisor Larry Roos, it was
learned at the Senate meeting
last Thursday.
According to Interim Chancellor Emery Turner, Roos was
delighted when asked to make
the address, and even postponed
a planned vacation until after
the exercises.
An Ad-Hoc Committee on
•

Honorary Degrees, chaired by AI
Jackson, has placed the name of
Lawrence Roos in nomination to
receive UMSL's honorary LL.D.
degree at the January commencement.
The committee, according to
Jackson, felt Roos deserved the
title , "for the services and his
. aid in growth in helping the St.
r
AI
10 .
UIS metropoltan
area .he .has
so,
unlike
other politicians,
remained neutral to all three of
the universities, and his gracious

acceptance of our invitation will
hel UMSL's ima e in the
P
·ty. "
g
commum
The Senate overwhelmingly
approved the committee's
nomination , and it will now go to
the Board of Curators for final
approval. Joseph McKenna of
economics asked for a vote b'-J
faculty senators only , stating
that the by-laws , in this case,
called for a vote of the governing faculty body.
Chairman James Norris ruled
McKenna out of order, declaring
the Senate as the governing
body of faculty .
Student eeaaton p1eued

This ruling pleased several of
the student senators , two of
whom are Mike Dace and Sue
Rice. Their fear was that, in
time , the newly established
faculty council would take over
much of the Senate' s control
over decisions concerning the
faculty and leave t h e stu den t s
with no say in the matter.
Turner announced that the

.
:newly elected legislators will be
on d December
Iat UMSL
h
T
•• 2Iforta
unc eon , an
u~er pans. 0
presen,
,w, Ith
UMSL t fithe
a .Ieglslators
I
bl
s n nCla pro ems.
Turner announced the opening
of bids for the new Administration Building with the lowest bid
being over 5400,000 more than
the base sum of 51 ,850,000
allowed by the Board of
Curators.
BallUID
....-. to be -"'--I_eeI
n:>UC8.....
Turner said "the building will
b bl h
b
d·
d
pro a y ave to e re eSlgne
to fit the budget allowed ." The
planned General Purposes
Building has been slowed because the land on which the
building will be constructed has .
not yet been completely cleared
.<'f p'art ownership by private.
I citizens. Bids will open for the
building itt December.
Turner also announced the
completion of the optometry

rePort tor a 'school of-optometry
on the UMSL campus , prepared
by Everett
Walters, dean
of
·
.
faculties . Turner would .hke to
a I
school
if It I was
fisee such
d
d
tna~ce s7par~te y, an on y on
speclalleglslatJv~ funds .
• T. urnerb mention
C B . ed Ra t letter
h& d
VI ntten . y
. nce.I a c lor
th
concermn.g .a new po ICY on e
confidentJahty of r~cords of stud~nt~. The Committee on Admissions gav7 a r~port on .the
letters , agreemg
t h With
· all pomtsf
except, e opentn~ up 0
counselor s psychological ftles
and the files made by the UMSL
doctor to the student.
Teams to enter ..I.woOff.

...."
Robert Markland , chairman of
the Athletic Committee, gave his
committee's report. It has been
approved to send the men ' s
soccer team to the regional
play-offs if asked, the women's
field hockey team to the state
play-o. ifs., a. nd the women ' s

volleyball team to the district
and state finals .
Walters gave a repo rt from•
the Committee on Appointments, Tenure and Promotl.on.
!he committee has been looking
IOto ways of cha-nging the
syste.m of hearings. Now, accordmg to Walters , " it I·S no
longer necessary to identif1
those people casting dissenting
votes. Only a summary for the .
reasons of such votes is necessary. "
Warned of Mo-PIRG fuucllDa
h
f
The final report was t at 0
the Intercampus Faculty Advisory Council. A spokesman t:
the committee told the Senate
that Ratchford has written the .
council saying , " MoPIRG is
active on all campuses and he
warns the faculty to watch the
way it is financed. "
The next Senate meeting will
3 15 D
b 5 · 121\
be at : , ecem er , m
. /
J. C. Penney.

New ·courses for Winter
,

Specialized education
The School of Education has
scheduled two special course
offerings for next semester
(Winter '75). The first course
will be a special day section of
Education 152, Teaching Social
Stud ies in th e Elementary
School. This course, which will
be identified in the Schedule of
Courses as Ed. 152a, is especially designed for Early Childhood and Special Edu cat ion
majors . .
.
The second special offering is
a Science Education-Mathematics Education-Field Experience
block consisting of Education
ISla (Teaching Science), Educa-~
tion 153a (Teaching Math) , and
Education 372a (Field Study in
Elementary Education) .
Students desiring further information regard ing these
courses may contact the Office
of Advisement and Certifica. tion , Room 461 SSBE Building.

Chemistry Dept. fOJ: non-science
majors.
The object of the course is to
demonstrate that Chemistry
plays an integral role in the
modem world and to point out
that its impact is felt beyond the
laboratory in a variety of fields
including medicine, agrigiilture,
population control; genetics, environmental problems and solutions , and public policy.
Chemistry 10 is being offered
at 8:40 MWF during the Winter
1975 semester.

Interdisciplinary· energy

Chemistry . world impact

A new~terdisciplinary course
on energy is being offered
during the winter semester at
9:30 on Tuesdays and Thursdays
for three units of credit.
The goal of the course is to
give students the opportunity to
do in-dpeth , faculty-assigned research ir.vestigations into various aspects of energy production , conversion, use , environmental impact, and policy determination .

Selected topics in chemistry
and their impact on the world
society will be the subject for a
new course developed by the

For further information about
this course , please contact
Bernard Feldman of the physics
department or phone 453-5931.

Opinion poll on ERA
Less capable
Equally capable
4. Are women capable of holding
such positions as police officers,
airline pilots , top business
executives, etc?
Yes
No
No Opinion
5. On the average, are women or
men more intelligent?
Women are more intelli2. Do you believe women
gent
presently have equal rights unMen are more intelligent
der the law?
Men and women are
Yes
equally intelligent
No
STATUS:
No Opinion
Student-Year in school
3. Are women more or less
Faculty
capable than men of holding
Staff
public office?
Administrator
More capable
Age
Race
Sex
Please place this survey sheet in the Current mailbox in the
University Center.
This poll is a student's political science project and does not '
reflect the views or concerns of the political science department of
the Current.

Miss -

Wonderful
goesaJIout
for~.

.. . a nd ADVENTUREdoes its part.
Leather moe with super d etail. A little p inking here. some
punching there and a neatly rugged overall look. Terrific range of
c olors from b lack to red to maple to Jeans Blue.
MISSWONDERFUL has a way with color.

This poll is designed to determine general feelings on
campus toward the Equal Rights
Amendment.
Please check one response for
each question.
1. Do you support the Equal
Rights Amendment?
Yes
No
No Opinion

CO.me t()

ask for it by na me

ArWENTURE.

~derfuL
Price range $16-$20

SEE YOUR YEllOW PAGES FOR NEAREST MISS WONDERFULDEALER.

for the very best in live entertainment Thursday, Friday, Saturday 9:30 ·-1:00
A.k for tho UMSL .... eI ••

•

•
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Hearing on new
social work
:degree progral'11

~

A new undergraduate
Bachelor of Social Work
degree program is currently
being considered by the
Curriculum Committee of
the College of Arts and
Sciences.
The Curriculum Committee is holding an open
hearing on this program for
all interested students, faculty , and staff on Monday,
November 18 at 2:40 pm.
The hearing , in Room 126
J_C. Penney, is being held
to provide information to
the campus and to answer
any questions which might
be raised concerning this
program.

Advising proposal clears first reading
The advising proposal of the
Ad-Hoc Advising Committee refe ed to in the Current (Nov. 7,
1974) was not passed at the
meeting of the Arts and Science
Council two weeks ago.
The proposal, submitted by
the Ad-Hoc Committee on Arts
and Science Advising that was
formed in the fall of 1973, was
submitted in its fin<v form to the
council to undergo a first of two
readings. After the second it will
be voted on.
The two readings are required
byl!niversi!y bi-Iaws because one
of the changes in the advising
system will call for the formation
of an Advising Coordinators
Group. The formation of this
group requires a bi-Iaws change.
The second reading is expected
to take place in December at the
next Arts and Sciences Council
meeting .

Lyman Sargent, professor of
political science and chairman of
the committee, said that he
hoped that this semester's Committee on Committees of the
Council will have a list of
members to nominate for the
new standing committee, the
Advising Coordinators Group, by
the next meeting of the council.
That way, the committee will be
able to begin the task of carrying out the directives of the
Ad-Hoc Committee on Advising
this upcoming semester.
The Advising Coordinators
Group will consist of the assistant dean as an ex-officio voting
member. Two faculty members
each will be from the humanities, the sciences and the ocial
scien.ces, along with two students . This group is to meet
once a semester, prior to preregistration, to exchange information and to inform themselv~s

and advisors of all changes in
the system. The group is also
charged with the duty of overseeing the advising system, studying reports made by the
departments and the dean ' s
- office. They are to study
advising systems at other Universities and make appropriate
recommendations to the College.
A vote to accept the report
after its second reading will
mean that the new committee
will take the directives of the
proposal submitted by the AdHoc committee and act on them,
assuming that they can be done .
Within each department, it is
required to establish an advising
system. All majors within each
department are required ' to be
informed of that system via
mail. Each student is to -b(.
mailed a Jist of requirement,
options and changes. In addition, trained peer advising is to

be provided through the departnent as well as faculty and
.,tudent ombudsmen who are
required to regularly report
complaints to the College of
Arts and Sciences.
Considered among Ad-Hoc Committee members as the most
difficult proposal to be acted
upon will be the request that
teaching loads be reduced fqr
advising coordinators.

-

Prison reform forum
i4;yerend Bell Chavis, a vicechairperson of the National Alliance Against Racism and_Politi,cal Repression, will .be feapsted
at a program to discuss "the
struggle for prison reform."
The program will ~ ~eld ~t
the Immanuel Luthem Church
on 3540 Marcus at..8 pm Friday,
Nov. 15. -

•

•

•
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The HP-SO financial.
The HP-35 Electronic Slide Rule.

Performs all basIc arithmetic. trig and log
calculations automatically. Has an
Addressable Memory. displays 10 digits
in fixed decimal or scientific notation.
automatically positions dec imal
point throughout its 200-decade
range_ Cost. $225?

Performs virtually all time/money
calculations in seconds. Has a
200-year calendar. an Addressable Memory. Lets you make
new kinds of manage ment calculations
that enable you to
make better
dec isi or1s.
Cost; $395?

The HP-65 Fully Programmable.
. The world's only fully programmable pocket
calcula tor. You can wr ite . edit and record
programs up to l00-steps long. You can
ake advantage of HP pre -recorded
programs. so you gain the speed/
accuracy benefits of programming
without writing your own.
Performs 51 pre-programmed
unctions. Cost, $795?

The
HP-70
Business.

The HP-45
Advanced
ScientifiC.

Performs all
sorts of general
business. interest .
financial manage ·
ment, lending . bor·
rowing and saving calculations
- precisely. quickly, easily. A
Financial Memory Bank lets you
enter numbers in any order and
change them anytime. Has 2
Addressable Memories and a very
affordable price, $275?

Performs 44
sCientifiC functions
including vector arltl'i mellc . rectangular to
polar conversion . mean and standard
deViation . Has g Addressable
MemOries. At $325 ~ it's the pre -pro grammed calculator for all scientists.
engineers' and students of science
and engineering.

*AII HP pocket calculators have Hewlett-Packard's
patented R PN logic system with 4 Memory Stack and
carry a one year warranty on parts }lnd labor. Prices
exclude state and local taxes.

•

•

Make this a special Christmas. Ask for an instrument crafted to last your
workin g lifetime and designed to solve the problems you can expect to encounter
throughout that lifet ime.
.
You can get a demonstration of HP calculators at your campus bookstore and a
booklet that will help you select the calculator that's right for you .
On your next trip home, drop a hint about the HP calculator you'd like. If it can't
be found at the local campus bookstore, call toll-free for name and address of
nearest H P dealer. (800) 538-7922 (In Calif. call (800) 662-9862)

HEWLETT

'I

PACKARD

Sales and service from 112 offices in 65 countries.
19310 Pruneridge Ave .. Cupertino. CA 95014.
Dept.

614/32.

A Hewlett-Packard pocket calculator is a gift for a lifetime.

.
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Reports illness after sn'ack bar lun,ch •..
Dear Editor:
. Last Friday, Nov. 1,
wa overwhelmed with intense
hunger and had nowhere to turn
but our beloved snack bar. I had
not frequented this establishment
for quite some time, so I had
hopes that the quality of the
food had improved . Needless to
say, I was dissapointed. I discovered I chose a stale cheeseburger and cold french fries. J
was hungry and ate it all.
minutes later I was feeling the
effects of my satisfaction at the
beginning of my 2:40 Child Psychology. class. Bleary-eyed and

EDITORIALS '
Guest editorial

Democrats face challenge
If there is such a thing as a haunted politicai
party in this country then surely it is the
Republican Party. Throughout the country's history, those presidents considered poor by historians or infamous to the public were all Republicans . Grant and his corruption, Harding and his
Teapot Dome , Hoover and His depressions , and
now Nixon and his Watergate and inflations have
haunted the Republican Party.
As p'redicted, the Republican Party fell to defeat
all across the country on Nov. 5 when the
American people, tired of Watergate and inflation
cast their ballots in the non-presidential ye~r
election.
Historically , of course, the party in power
ah~avs I.oses.legislative seats, but seldom to the
point that, numerically , there is nearly a veto-proof
congress . The grumbling of the people at
supermarKets uver 19 cents-a-week increases in
the price of sugar finally had a means to become
vocal, and the two-digit inflation figure has now
been placed into the hands of the Democrats.
. This trust ip the Democratic Party coul(i well be
a trap. This close to a presidential election, if the
large Uemocratic legislative majority fails to curb
inflation, the Democrats could take a beating
similar to the Republicans in 1976. If this should
happen , disenchantment of the people over both
parties could lead to a strong third party as an
alternative.
Since the Democratic Party finds itself in such a
precarious political position, the chances of there
being a veto-proof congress are very slim .
. Historically, parties with great majorities usually
wind up splitting apart. The conservative Southern
Democrats will vote differently than the liberal
New England Democrats on many issues . If the
party did vote as a block, vetoes on many
economic programs will be sustained to protect
Democratic chances in the 1976 election by
throwing the blame back on President Ford.
The power of the Democratic sweep can be seen
in Indiana 's U.S. House races where the DemoCTl~~S won ~veral se!lts away from the Republicans
with the elction of John Glenn in Ohio and the
re-election 'of Wilbur Mills in Arkansas despite the
Tidal Basin incident.
Geor,ge _W~llace's landslide victory for re-eles:tion asl Alabama governor' is a strong beginning
for-his third attempt at tli'e presidentcy, not ruling
out a third party candIdacy, and would, in fact, be
a stronger candidate as one if the economy does
not imp.rove.

Nov. 14, 1974 '

Governor-elect Richard" [amm of Colorado should
be lauded . In today's vanishing natural beauty, it
is nice to know an environmentalist will be sitting
in the governor's mansion in America's natural
jewel of Col~rado.
In St. Louis, the defeat of the bond issues
reflect the inflationary pressures on the public and
their dissatisfaction with them. The defeat of the
school tax proposal also reflects the disgust of the
supporters of Parochial schools at the overturning
of the textbook law by the Supreme Court of
Missouri; in other words, a revenge vote.
The elections in Mi!;souri were not surprising
except for the election of State Auditor. George
Lehr's election over incumbent John Ashcroft can
be taken to mean several things. It may mark the
return of Missouri to its basic Democratic position ;
the most surprising example of the disenchantment with the Republican Party, the throwing out
of a hard-working politician, or, most probably,
Lehr's election was one of a coattail victory based
on Eagleton's good results. In a campaign as clean
and high-classed as this, it is a shame one has to
be a loser, and both Lehi' and Aschcroft should be '
praised for showing Missouri a gentlemerily
campaign.
The big issue in the 1974 ' election was the
economy. This writer believes the new congress
will not agree to the surtax, and will fight inflation
by balancing the budget and cutting government
spending. If this has no effect, tax reform by
tightening loop-holes and very stringent wageand-price controls will come from Washington .
Disenchantment could also be seen by the
number who did not vote. Although heavier in
Missouri , the national average of voter turnout
across the country was the lowest in twenty years,
3'8 per cent. This small percentage has elected the
officials to office; two-thirds of the American
people have passed up the chance to be heard. In
time, if conditions should get worse, a great deal
of complaining will be done, but before complaining, those who did not vote will have to first
answer to their conscience.
A U.S. Congress elected by dnly 38 per cent are
ruling by minority consent, which holds frightening aspects and imp1ications in the long run.
Voters should remember the words of Will
Rogers: "Those people who are elected to office
are no worse than t~e ~eoQle who elected them,
and much better than those who don't vote at all."
°M....k Bende~n

Issue No. 210

M issouri College Newspaper

•

weak-kneed , I journeyed to the
john and experienced the greatest relief of my life.
I can't speak for others that
may have been through what I
have, but I will say that Novem- ber 1 was the last time I will
ever eat in our snack bar. I have
had two and a half years of
experience in management in
the fast-food industry, so I know
the people in the snack bar can
do better. I regret to say I will
not be visiting the snack bar in •
the future to see if any improvements occur for the health of us
all.
Don GawlIk

••• to which U. Center director responds
[Editor's note: A copy Df the
above letter came to Bill Edwards, University Center Director, wbo produced a rebuttal
before tbis issue's deadline.]
Dear EejiL ... , :
University Center policy on
stale or cold food , which they
prefer to discard rather than
erve, . is to exchange immediately for fresh and / or hopefully
more palatable products. Don't
consume poor products . Trade
for something of equal value or
the management is unaware of
the degree of deficiency in the
operation.
.
UMSL's "fast food" system
offers five times as much variety
as commercial outlets and is
prone to have this sort of thing
happen because of that fact. We
would welcome your comments
on serving the 3500-4000 custo-

mers who pass through the
snack bar each day.
As for your gastrointestinal
calamity , it will have to be
chalked up to the intolerance of
your system to certain foods at a
particular time. According to
Susan Blanton of Student Health 6
Services, food poison ing strikes
large numbers of person who
have eaten the same food item
and symptoms do not appear In
two or three hours for most
foods and four to six hours for
meat. Of the 218 cheeseburger
and 295 french fries consumers •
on that day you ~ere the only
unfortunate person to report a
problem. Perhaps yo u ilTe ~
McDonald 's employee where everybody realize that the french
fires are the best in the industry.
That's a secret that many fast •
food operators would like to
learn.
Bill Edwards

'Congratulates' Current's . 'lofty ethics'
Dear Editor:
In a recent unsigned letter a
student complained that his political views were being suppressed by an unnamed ,politcal
science professor. In an obvious
attempt to overcome ambiguity.,
the Current was kind enough to

suggest in bold type that I am
the culprit in this mysterious
and sinister business. This letter
is to thank you for your genero ity and to coneratulate you on
your lofty ethics.
HarreD Rodgers
Cbairperson of Department ot
PoUticaI Science

•

Article on advising proposal 'erroneous'
Dear Editor:
Secondly, the provisions that it
Without having the new advishe states of the new policy are
sing proposal for , the School of
not final. They are suggestions
Arts and Sciences in front of 'me
to a new Arts and Sciences
for exact compari~on, I k.no,¥. the
committee to be studies in most
article written ~y the reporter in
cases for feasibility and complethe Nov. 7 issue of the Current
tion.
is erroneous in some areas ,
- ' Thirdly, I was misquoted. The
misleading in others and as a
committee to which I belong did
whole mediocre. I consented to
not do a lot of studying on the •
Ithe interview with the reporter recommendations to solve our
in confidence that she realized · advising deficiencies. This lack
and sympathized with the de..of studying was one of the many
plorable advising system on this
objecti.ons which I tried to relay
campus which often shuns in-.
diplomatically to the reporter fit
quiring students and misleads
the interview.
others to academically and pro, . Finally; the
article
is
fessionally fatal paths .
incomplete. I feel the report- ·
In the first place, the reporter snoulo nave detailed the proer's article is wrong beginning
posal,
interpreting
it
and
with the llrst paragraph. There
gettin~
other opinions awas no proposal that was passed
at the Arts and Sciences faculty '~ opinions aouU\ tl Dt:::.ldes mine.
meeting two weeks ago. It
I can say noffiing less than
simply went through a .cursory
· am insulted by the article conreading, one of two required'
· sidering the amount of work that
and was-cut sAort becatrse most
· I put into the committee. I now . of the faculty thoug,ht a reading
feel that it would be the proper
u n necessary (appara ntly t h ey
sphere for the editor of both the
were well informed of all aspects
news and the editorial departof the advising system, had no
ments of this newspa per to
questions or objections .) Thereassign an in-depth article on the
fore, it passed the first reading ' subject of advising on th is •
and nothing more . It was not
campus. It . s~ould have been
approved or passed in the mandone before::
ner she implied.
J~dy Townsend

'LE'ITEltS POUCY: Letten to the editor are ~ ad aboaId
be typed, cioubJe.apaced. No __Iped. letten wID' be ,.m,pW bat
namell will Ire w.ubbeld
'
. . . =_. ....OR
. ._requut.
-

•
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P rospectsuncertain for grads ·
·in search of teaching positions

The Air Force ROTC has full 2year scholarships available
now. In addition to tuition, fees
and a textbook allowance;
you'll get $100 a month. If you
have a math or teGhnical major why not apply~

•

ContacL Capt. Walker ._ __
At Telep~one #: 652-1022 __

ACCOUNTING AND
FINANCE MAJORS
Let us help you :

PLAN AHEAD
To Become a CPA
THE BECKER
CPA REVIEW COURSE
WILLIAM FRANZEN: ConfIdent students will adjust
Tom Wolf

While economists ponder the effects 01'
rapid inflation and rising unemployment
on the nation ' s economy, UMSL graduates of the School of Education are
concerned with the perennial problem of
too many teachers chasing too few jobs.
And on top of this lower demand,
forecasters predict that relief won't
appear until 1980 when enrollment is
expected to climb once again.
" No one is optimistic," tated Rosemary Bruno , who counsels education
majors for the Office of Career Planning
and Placement. "But there are s,till fields
, within education that offer good opportunties."
Why has the demand for elementary
and secondary level teachers plummented
in the last five years? An August 1973
report by the Indiana State University
School of Education suggests that the
problem is three-fold.
1.) The baby boom which earmarked a
sharp rise in elementary and secondary .
level during the 1950's and early 60's is
over. A survey recently published in the
St. Louis Post Dispatch showed a majority
of school districts in the area with a
declining enrollment.
2.) Enrollment natioh-wide in the
schools of education has doublecl in the
past decade, reaching 350,000 in the fall
of 1973. The supply of new teachers has
outstripped demand by an ever-widening
margin since 1969.
1.) Tax increases in many of the 'large
cities of America which would have
allowed for the hiring of more or the

•

•

•

•

•
First of a ~-part seri~s exploring the
job market awaiting UMSL graduates

•

•
I

•

•

•

. same amount ot teacher to lower studentto-teacher ratios within the-ir classrooms
are increasingly being defeated. Witness
the fact that voters in St. Louis city
defeated a 66 cent increase in a school
tax proposal Nov. 5.
For UMSL's 1975 graduates .from the
School of Education the job outlook is
generally mixed. O.n the bright side,
those who hold degrees in special
education and early childhood development should find the demand for their
talents high .
.
Reports recently compiled at the Career
Planning and Placement Office reveal
that out of the total of 47 per cent of
graduates placed in education, 82 per
cent of the registrants in the field of
special education found positions in ·
education. Sixty-six out of the 79 registrants were placed, up nine per cent over
the '72-73 total 0(36.
.
Early childhood development is ' a ~field'
that will become increasingly more demanded as the number of day care
centers burgeon. UMSL graduated only
. sixteen students from their program in
1974, but education adviser, Michele
McGrath , believes the number will rapidly
increase as soon as the state licensing
laws become ~ore c\e~ . ·

MICHELE McGRATH: "Students must be wlillng to re-Iocate.;'
_
[Photos by Larry LaBrier]

On the darker side of the job picture
lies secondary and elementary teacher
cert.ificate holders . Elementary education
regIstrants numbered 319, out of which
less than half, or precisely 44 per cent,
found positions, Secondary teachers
whose averaged percent placed figures to
be close to that of elementary teachers,
displayed a wide variation between its
highest and lowest placed fields. For
example, 20 out of 27 Math teachers
found positions while only 14 per cent of
the 97 registrants in social studies found

te'j&C::us

Student reaction to declining job opportunities have been two-fold, according
to McGrath, who is also a teacher in the
School of Education. " More and more
students are going into special education,
McGrath said. "I would guess that at
least 50 per cent of the students are now
in special education or early childhood
development fields."
Another reaction to ,dimming prospects
of employment shows up in the enrollment figures. Including post-graduate
students, enrollment in the school
dropped from 753 last year to 638 in
1974.
For those enrolled in the School of
Education, the drop-out rate is low and
their mood appears to be generally
optimistic about finding employment,·
"They believe that they will ' be the
ones who find jobs in their fie1ds," stated
Bruno. " Healthy optimism is good but
one must be realisitic also."
While teachers in the elementary and
secondary levels of education are hardpressed for openings, there are a number
of ways students can improve their
prospects. Students must be more flexible , according to Bruno.
"Many of the new openings are in the
outlying areas of St. Louis and students
must be willing to relocate."
But most students appear reluctant to
travel beyond the immediate districts to
where the jobs are, stated McGrath.
"Most of them expect to find jobs in
districts like Parkway or Ladue," she .
said.
"And married women who take up
teaching to supplement their husbands'
earnings don't want to move farther
out."
Another way to improve the chances of
employment is through recieving duel
certification. The wider number of students you can teach, the better the
chance that the school district can use
them. According to education advisor
McGrath , school districts will "stretch
you every which way they can."
But there is only so much a student or
a placement office can do to help him or
her-self in finding a job . The truth
remains that a majority of the upcoming
graduates will be unable8 to find jobs in
the field of education. .
Joseph Palmer," Director of the Placement Office, stated that if the trend
<:ontinues, placement in the field of
education might drop to as low as 2S per
cent within the next few years.
Many educators have become concerned over what role the Schools of
Educations should play in the face of
these ominous trends. Will the schools
become factories turning out everincreasiag numbers of unemployed or will
they suffer devastating c~tbacks. in programs and staff due to declining enrollment?
A study done by the Indiana State
_University )~hool of _Education suggests

two solutions to the problems that schools
face.
The first answer hinges on better
programs that would improve the quality
of teachers coming on to the job market.
The report stresses that more and better
field or clinical experience programs
would greatly enchance the job possibilities for graduates of these programs.
On this first point there seems to be no
argument that UMSL could do a better
job with its programs.
"We feel we have a good program,"
said William Franzen, UMSL's Dean of
Education. "But we are always looking at
the patterns of education and reorganizing to do a better job."
Advisor Michele McGrath believes that
more lime should be spent in actual
classroom experience, especially in the
field of special education. Her concern
stems around the fact that some students
aren' t adequately prepared for handling
the special children.
The second, and by far the more
controversial proposal of the Indiana
State report is a proposal to raise the
standards required to enter the School of
Education. This would be done primarily
be raising the grade point average the
student must have to gain admittance.
The study states that there is a high
correlation between the attainment of
high grades and the ability to become a
good teacher.
While better programs are generally
agreed upon, the latter issue of raising
the GP A meets with vivrant opposition by
some. As Dean of the School of Educa-

ST.lOUIS
314-421-6250
Our Successful Student. Represent

1/4oFUSA
Tired of only hearing
the bad news?
Bored by pretentious
high-brow pseudointellectual literary
magazines?
Just feelin ' left out?
Coming next month ...
The Current staff is
presently preparing a
magazine suppliment
to appear in the Dec~
5 issue. Tentatively

CACOPHONY
will consist of 16
pages of:
-short stories
-cartoons.

-poetry
-satire
-drawi ngs & sketches
-humor
-photo essays
-thoughtful reflections
:"drivel
-giggles, big boffs,
and campus comedy
tion, Franzen is a staunch defender 01
UMSL's 2.0 GPA requirement to enter
the .sch<>?1 and the 2.2 required to gain
..'
certlficatton.
"I believe it is better to let the student
go through," asserted Franzen.
Franzen is confident that many stu·
dents will adjust to the employment
trends. He feels there will be a self-selec·
ting process out of the fields that offel
little in the way of future employmem
into those fields which do.
So far, the trend favors Franzen'!
contentions as less students go into tht
. School of Education and those already ir
it are switching their degrees to specia
~d~cation. or early childhood developmem
In IncreaslDg numbers.
But whatever the trend may be ,
teachers will always be needed. It is u~
to the community to decide what extent
and what degree teachers will serve to
educate our generation's children.
Aristotle was once asked how much
educated men were superior to the
uneducated. As much, said he , " as the
living are to the dead."
Next: The School of Ana aad SdeDCell

But we want your
help_ If you have
original material you
wish to contribute, a
quick and agile mind
or other talents you
would like to share,
be sure to contact
Mike Lowe or Walt
Jaschek at 453-5174,
or stop in a~ the
Current office (room
'256 U-Center).

•
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Older students at UMSL forunique reasons
Howard FrIedman
'
= N
;.::..::ext=.::.. .::y:..:ea.::.:r:.. . :":a'-:t--::th-e-a-g-e-o-:f;;-;-:63.
Victor Quallen will retire from
Western Electric. He will also
graduate from UMSL with
honors and a B.A. in English.
Tobi Silver . 37 . entered
Washington U. right out of high
school and received a B.A. in
French. Sixteen years later she
is back at school at UMSL .
beginning work towards a
Masters of Business Administration.
"Some people might call me a
radical ." says junior Anne Irvin .
.
52. "Maybe I am ."
What she and the others are.
though , are part of a growing
number -of older 'students en!olled in college.
The older student at UMSL is
here for unique reasons and
faces some rather unique problems -- from being mistaken for
a professor to job and family
responsibilities.
UMSL Business Officer John
Perry returned to college to get
his Masters in 1958. He was 38
years old and for one whole year
he left his family in Columbia to
study and live at Northwestern
in Chicago.
" It's not a very good situation
to take off from your famiJy, " he
recalls . "It would 've been nicer
to have brought them along or
been closer." But he didn 't want
to move his two young sons to a
new school for only a term. His

wife didn 't ' work and Perry
est i mat e s th e ex peri en ce cos t
him 56.000 in 1958 money.
Anne Irving feels that older
students tend to do better at
lower level courses than others
but believes grade differentials
even out as time progres::es.
Vic Quallen offers a study in
that theory. When he started at
Florissant Valley in 1969 his
oldest son was already there and
the following semester his other
son joined them . First semester
the elder Quall e n earned
straight A' s while the younger
two didn't do quite as well.
According to Quallen. it caused
a "little bit of friction. "
" My education was interrupted by the depression ," says
Quallen, who was raised mostly
in New Mexico but graduated
from Beaumont High in 1927. " I
always wanted to go to college,"
he said.
In 1936 he began work at
Western Electric . Over three
decades later his membership in
the St. Louis Mineral and Gem
Society was to lead him into
college.
A Flo Valley Geologist was a
member of the group and got
the warehouseman to agree to
take his geology course. " So I
came to take one class . . . and
they talked me into going to
school full time." He had to
shift his work schedule to nights
to be able to go full time days.

Management Opening
OPENING FOR PERSON WITH EXECUTIVE POTENTIAL.
THOROUGH PROFES IONAL MANAGEMENT TRAINING
WHD..E ON FULL SALARY. MANAGEMENT OPPORTUNITIE AFTER PERIOD IN FIELD IF YOU DEMONSTRATE
EXECUTIVE AB ILITY. UNLIMITED FUTURE WITH A
CENTURY OLD IN URANCE COMPANY.
CALL 434-3800

About college he says, "You
don 't have any time for yourself.
You have to sacrifice a lot of
what you want to do to study."
Tobi Silver taught second
grade in Florida in the early
.'60's to put her husband through
his residency. She has three
children ranging in age from 10
to 13 and she says her family is
behind her "115 per cent."
Math like that though hasn't
seemed to dampen her first
reactions to UMSL where she is
taking Accounting 140. She says

students at large, says that they
are people •'with a job often
seeking to advance career
aspirati~ns."
.
There aren 't as many options·
facing thc older student once the
decision is made to go back .
They don 't have the time to
experiment with majors and so
forth . " You don 't have anyAAtay
to back off," says John Perry,
"when you decide to do this you
have to succeed. No option
except: Make it ... You feel the
pressure , no doubt about it."

FEATURES
of the instructor, Professor
David Ganz. "My whole impression of going back to school
would be different if not for him.
. . I'm just fantastically impressed by the high academic
standards (here)."
Why do they come back?
"I want to do something I've
never done before," says Tobi
Silver.
According to Vic Quallen , "I
can ' t see a better hobby than
going back to school; it encompasses all hobbies."
"It may not make you
younger." says John Perry ,
"but it'll make you feel a little
younger."
Evening College Dean Joy
Whitener. speaking of evening

Psychology major Anne Irvin
speaks bluntly about age discrimination and what that might
do to her plans after graduation.
She doesn ' t expect a wide range
of choices due to her age. "A lot
will depend on what is going to
be available to me, " she says
when discussing what she wants
to do after graduation.
In the daytime, older students
are a distinct minority. At the
opening of this semester one
lady upped and hugged Vic
Quallen after class because. as
he tells it. she was so "glad to
see there was another."
Indeed there is some tendency
to stick together on the part of
the older students. Anne Irvin

European
Car Parts

"craig car and home stere01
- at tremendous savings

1015 McCausland
St. lou is Mo. 63117
781 - 8086

PARTS FOR Al l
FOREIGN CARS

Auto burglar alarms
- at substantial savings

. John's luto,SuppUes

says this is true of older women
in particular. But for herself sh ~
says " I sort of resist this. it's
not getting into the stream of
what's happening."
Perhaps a part of the separateness goes back to what Dr.
Fagin describes as the fact that.
their social needs are taken care
of outside the campus com ~
munity to a much greater extent
than those of the younger student. And , Dr. Fagin continues.
"There just is not much time for
participation. "
. But time still doesn ' t stop
them from participating . Vic
Quallen wrote for the Flo Valle)"
newspaper . Last summer he
used his entire five weeks of
vacation time to travel and study
in Mexico with Luis Clay's
UMSL sponsored group.
The avid rockbound has also
been active on Geology field
. trips to the Smoky Mountains..
and elsewhere. " I don't think
CII ever " really stop going to
I~chool," he said. "I'U just take
V\~at I want only more leisurely,"
Perhaps UMSL, or any urban
commuter campus for that matter, offers too much of a homo-.
geneous setting for its student
body. The older student. though
stands as an exception to this
being more " apt to have been
born or to have lived elsewhere
than in St. Louis, to bring
different persp ectives to the
classroom than those of the hig~
school cliques that often descend
on this campus.
But it's a two way street.
They bring some heterogeneity
to school and they take home
new impressions as well. Vic
Quall en says he 's gained a "truer perspective of young
people " finding them "more
outspoken , less hypocritical"
than hi generation in general.
In the end, though . they are
students like everyone else.

831- 69.96 l'-9 p~
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Here's a chance to put your
father's money·to good use.
six

Don't go to the movies
times a week. Feed your cat
tuna instead of caviar. Take showers with your clothes on.
Then take the money you save and go to
your nearest Technics
dealer. Because right now
. he's putting together
eXciting component
packages. Built around 3
outstanding Technics receivers
designed for use in either
2-channel or 4~channel systems.
The SA-5400X. A 2-channel /4-channel receiver with a matrix decoder. Inputs for a CO-4·
demodulator. And a sWitch for 4-amplifier power in stereo, Then there's the SA-8000X. With a built-in
CO-4 demodulator. It can handle any 4-channel system with ease. Or the SA-7300X. 1t does everything
the SA-8000X does, but adds the convenience of automatic CO-4 separation and carrier level controls.
So go see your Technics dealer. He'll show you why a lechnics receiver should be the heart of your
component system. And you can show your father you
know the value o~ his dollar.

•

•

•

Technics

•

byPanasonic

•

•
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.Chess challenges
tired imagination

•

•

«

.

•

•

•

CHESS CLUB: The six members of the organization In their home away from home on the second Door of
the University Center battle a war of the minds.

BIU McMullan
Tired of that same old game
of spades? Too cold for volleyball? But you still want that
excitement , that mental challenge. There is the chance to
use your imagination, in a game
played by kings. The game,
likened to a war, controlled by
two generals, is chess.
Yes, chess, the game of skill
is here at UMSL (not that skill
and UMSL are not synonomous).
The UMSL Chess Club is
sponsoring a series of tournaments here. The next tournament, a five-round Swiss tournament, will be held Nov. 23-24.
The Club is affiliated with the

United States Chess Federation,
and the results will be sent to
them for a rating.
One of the results of the
tournaments will be the selection
of two two-man teams to represent the school at a mid-west
tournament next February.
Registration can ·be handled at
the information desk, or from
8:00 to 8:40 the first day of the
tournament. Rounds 1,2,3 will
be at 9:00 and 2:00 pm and 7:00
pm respectively on Nov. 23, and
rounds 4,5 at 10:00 am and 3:00
pm on Nov . 24.
For more information call
George Thompson , 351-8521.
The game is set for Saturday,
No,,: . 15 at 1:30 pm.

Students survive weekend in the wild ·
Katfna VirgU
Can a group of UMSL students spend a weekend in the wild with
no packed foods but only a Euell Gibbons-like affection for hickory
nuts and survive?
Obviously yes, if the students are those of geology professor Larry
Lee, all of whom returned from their excursions to Weldon Springs
on Oct. 10 and 18 seemingly stuffed. '
Lee and his lab assistant, Pattie Redenbaugh, took students from
Metropolitan Geology 101 to live off the land as a wild foods project.
The students were only to eat the foods they picked in the area for
the entire weekend.
"Once people got there, they got a lot of food," said Lee.
"It was really fun. A good trip. Everyone got along real well ,"
said Pattie Redenbaugh. " Just about all we did was eat but it was
fun. "
The group brought oil, salt, pepper and sugar with them , but
every other food had to be picked around the immediate area.
" It takes a while to gather food ," Redenbaugh said. "And we
fi shed . That qualifies as wild food if you catch it. "
The group had boiled lamb ' s quarters (pig weed), day lily bulbs ,
sassafras tea , chickweed salad and persimmon pudding. Redenbaugh made acorn bread before the group left for Weldon Springs
by grinding acorns into flour.
"It is good," said Redenbaugh . " Chickweed tastes like lettuce,

acorn bread tasts like real strong whole wheat, day lily bulbs taste
like radishes and persimmon pudding tastes like pumpkin pie."
"The things growing outside are cleaner than the things you eat
in a restaurant," Redenbaugh added. "The average American dollar
is cleaner than the knives and forks in restaurants. That is a fact ."
The wild 'food also has more vitamins and keep people healthier
than every day food. Rose Hips are little berries that grow on wild
rose bushes and are very high in Vitamin C.
"'violet leaves are really high in vitamin C," Redenbaugh said.
"A glass of rose hip tea has more vitamin C than a glass of orange
juice."
•
The students enjoyed the survival trip and received a number of
points for their work. No one had ever done it before. Three
students went on both trips. The class had picked wild foods around
the UMSL Campus.
•
"There are 30 different kinds of wild foods on campus," said
Redenbaugh .
On Oct. 31, the third annual Wild Foods Banquet was held in ·the
J. C. Penney Auditorium. Wild Foods from the UMSL Campus were
served. Some of the dishes included acorn bread, rose hip jam,
persimmon pudding , boiled .Iamb ' s quarters , day lily bulbs and
sassafras tea.
" Most people think wild foods are going to taste sickening," said
Redenbaugh. "But they are really good. "

If you're itching to fly
but don't have the scratch,
the Air Force may have the answer. One of the benefits of Air Force ROTC is flying
lessons. Enroll in Air Force ROTC , you're off, and the sky's no limit.
If college tuition money is a problem, Air Force ROTC may once again be the
answer. If you qualify, you may find you can get one of the many college scholarships
Air Force ROTC offers. And that would mean full tuition, lab and incidental fees,
textbook reimbursement , and a monthly allowance of $100.00.
Not a bad deal. Flying lessons, free tuition, and $100.00 a month, tax-free to
use as you like.
Sound great? Ask me how you can put it all together in Air Force ROTC. My
name is Capt. Walker----~-~---------------and I'll be on your campus.652-1022 as arranged _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Put It All Together in Air Force ROTC.

Lev. s
Jeans
" 1974 Tho G.o . ,

forall

shapes
We 've got you covered.
With the world 's greatest
selection of Levi 's . Over
4 tons per store. Levi 's for
every size, shape, taste
•
and sex .
So have a fit.
'>

•
Jamestown Mall
355-3100
West County Center
965-3332
St.Oair Square
1-618-632-4486

•
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UMSL

Fri., Nov. IS··
Lunch 'n' Chat: RilIel, 11 am,
58 U. C.
Meeting: Women's Discussion
.Group· 1:30 pm, 107 BR.
Basketball: Meet the Riverman Night, 6:15 pm, MultiPurpose.
Coffeehouse: Non-Sectarian
Bible Club· 8 pm U.c. Lounge.
Film: "Take the Money and
Run," 8 pm, 101 SR.
Sat. Nov. 16-·
Chess Tournament: Registration 8 am, U.C. Snack Bar.
Film: "Take the Money and
Run," 8 pm, 101 SH.
Theatre: "Pleasure and Repentance," Royal Shakespeare
Company, 8:30 pm, J. C.
Penney Aud.
Sun., Nov. 17-·
.
Chess Tournament: Registration, 8 am, U.C. Snack Bar.
Ensemble
Program:
M.T.N.A., 1 pm, 100 CH.
Mon., Nov. 18-·
Seminar: U.S. Foreign Policy NATO, 9-11 am, 331 SSBE. .
,/
Speaker: Leslie Gelb of the .
New York Times , 11:30 am, J .
C. Penney Aud.
Film: " Singin ' in the Rain ," 8
pm J .c. Penney Aud.
Tues., Nov. 19-·
Seminar: U.S. Foreign Policy"Involvement in Asia," 11 :30
am, J.C . Penney Aud.
. Film: "The Little Foxes," 8
pm J .C. Penney Aud.
Wed., Nov. 20-Speaker : Morton Halperin ,
11 :30 am , J. C. Penney Aud.
Concert: UMSL Brass Quintet,
S pm, J. C. Penney Aud.
Blood Drive: APO 10 am, 126
J. C. Penney.
Lecture: .Transcendental
Meditation , 3,7 pm, 272 U.C.
Thurs., Nov. 21-·
Blood Drive: APO 10 am, 126
J.C. Penney.

Me~itatio,! . lecture I .

to be held
A Free Introductory Talk on
Transcendental Meditation will
be held on Wednesday, Nov. 20,
at 2 pm and 7:30 pm in the U
Center, Room 272.
More than 400,000 Americans
have taken up the practice of
TM, most having started within
the last four years. Transcendental Meditation is not a religion or a philosophy. It is not a
form of mind-control or hypnosis
either.

•

•

•

•

•

CHESS CLUB
The Chess Club of Urnsl has
scheduled the following 5 round. open Swiss Tournaments
in the UMSL cafeteria:
Nov.23-24, 1974
Dec.28-29, 1974
Jan .18-19, 1975
USCF rated entry fee $3.00
TL 5012 Register: Sats. 8:008:40 or at Information Desk.
Rds . Sat. 9-2-7 Sun . 10-3.
Bring your own set & clock.
Prizes per entries. Information:
Geo . Thompson, 351-8521.

•

•

•

Placke Toyota .
3630 s. Kilgshighway

•

Students
Present. your ID card and
receive a 100/0 discount on
parts and labor. Special·
izlng in British and Jap- .
anese autos.
351-3000
I

CUT LOOS€ WITH AN
~€CKNIF€.

.
Monte~ma~

Golden Knife
2oZGOLD
Monte~ma Tequila
1 ~ ozLemon
juice
2 Teaspoons sugar
2 Dashes bitters
1 Small egg
Iced club soda and
salt
!3lend with ice.
Strain into 14
glass with ice. Fill
with soda. Sprinkle
salt.

Nanew.
00 . .

..

...•.•.......•..............

...

.

~itySIS says nice things about you.

.•

Shiny and fresh and almost demure. And there's a color
to go with what you go in. Be SIS at your next step out
occasion ... irs a favorite PERSONALITY put on.

•

the name to remember is

Sis

oz

•

\)

.

TECPATL

(THE SWORD)
Symbol for rhe 16th doy
of rhe oncienr Azrec week.

C 1974. 60 Proof. Tequllo. Dorron Disrillers Import Co .. New York. New York.

PersonalitJe SEfYOJR_~PAGESfORNWESTPBroNAUNWJiR
~e~S~~~
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Church honors Arnatt
The Christ Church Cathedral
Choir will give a special Evensong service on Sunday, Nov.
17, in honor of Ronald Arnatt ' s
20 years of service as' organist
and
choirmaster
of
t he
Cathedral. The service will be at
4 pm .
.
The service will be preceded
by a recital at 3 pm by choir
members and assistants. Carolee
Coombs-Stacy , Marion Bock,
John Ulffers and K. B. Mehl will
be, among the performers . Music
by a variety of composers,
including some of Arn~tt's

•

works, .will be prsented on the
program and during the service.
Arnatt has been associated
with the Cathedral since he
came to St. Louis in 1954. He is
also' director of the UMSL
choruses , conductor and music
director of the Bach Society of
St. Louis and founder and director of the Ronald Arnatt
Chorale.
The public is welcome to
attend the recital and service at
the Cathedral , 13th and Locust,
St. Louis.

• Jazz EnseDlble perforDls
The UMSL Jazz Ensemble ,
under the direction of Martin
Behnke, will present its Fall
campus concert at 3 pm , Sunday, Nov. 24, in J . C. Penney
Auditorium. Admission is free.
The Jazz Ensemble is a 22
member student organization
consisting of six trumpets, five
trombones , five saxaphones and
six rhythm. For its Dixieland

numbers, the Ensemble breaks
down into a seven man group .
The Ensemble will play a
varied repertoire of 20th century
jazz, from Dixieland of the
1920' s to "Big Band Swing" of
Count Basie in the 1930~ s, to
more contemporary sounds of
bands such as Stan Kenton and
Buddy Rich .

We've just opened the second

AlmaI' Music Village

.

in the St. Louis area
#8 Riveroads Shopping Center
869·6682

To start things off right - Almar
invites you to: SAVE $1.00
on any record 'or'tape in our inventory
Store hours: 9:30-9:30 Monday·Saturday

Offer expires November 23, 1914

WARREN BELLIS conducted the symphonic band In an ambitious, weD·performed concert lut Sunday.

UMSL Band warms up audience
woodwinds add intricate color,
rather than just a display of solo
The atmosphere outside the ' lines.
However, composers for the
Multi -Purpo se Buildin g last
symphonic band use both techSunday never changed-it was
niques, creating solidly-str uc
chilling, grey and damp . But
tured harmonic pieces as well as
inside was a completely different
, situation .
technical exposure of the various
The Symphonic Band, in its
sections.
The most vivid example of the
first afternoon performance of
latter was "Designs, Images ,
the year, warmed up to a
and Textures " by Leslie Bassett.
fair-sized audience with a diThe band played this difficult
verse program that traveled the
contemporary piece confidenti y
musical garnet.
and with delicacy. The piece is
Slipping in a few minutes
divided into movements that
after the concert had gotten
depict different art techniques,
under way, a person would have
but at times it was difficult to
met the rich , full sound of Roger
focus in on the composer's
Nixon 's "Festival Fanfareparticular conception of the
Fanfare-March. " This more tratechnique as expressed by the
ditional pJeC.e was certainly no
music. The pen and ink drawing
indication of what was to follow.
and the mobile movements came
It is difficult to define the
rather close to a sense of
nature of ·symphonic band music
musical-visual unity. The mobile
as it seems to know no limits. A
movement began with tlutes and
band differs from an orchestra
percussion , creating a sense of
because of the absence of
suspension and lightness, while
strings and the extended brass
the pen and ink movement had
and woodwind s~ctio n s . The
two musical lines not quite
warmth and fullness of sound
overlapping and moving in a
usually eminates from the brass
and horn sections, while the
Ellen Cohen

Jagged musical line , as if a. pen
was pulling the ink across the
paper.
The program also provided a
platform for two talented soloists
from within the band. James
Neyer wa spotlighted in "Fantasia for Solo Euphonium and
Band" by Gordon Jacobs . It is
difficult to im'agine the euphonium , a small tuba, covering the
range and technical capacity that
Neyer demonstrated with such
dexterity an.d . fullness of tone.
Christine Kn'app brought a
haunting spirit to Walter Piston 's
"The Incredible ' Flutist," combining his daring leaps and
dashes with her beautiful tone
aualitv .
The program was interspersed
with lighter and less strenuous
peices. Conductor Warren Bellis
also included everyone ' s favorite
a march by John Phillip Sousa.
It was difficult to find flaws in
the performance. One tempo slip
in "A Manx Overture" was a
rare exception. Overall , the
lengthy program was well-performed and was an enjoyable
musical experience.
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IS

a difference!!!

MeAT 5- 3- 75 TED
LSAT
2- 8 - 75
OAT
1- 11 - 75
s AT
ATO • • 1- 25 - 75
T
,NAT'L
6- 75
EO".
1- 18- 75
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Just in tiltle for

CHRISTMASANNU AL TYPEWRITER SALE

IIII
r?..•.•...

:.:.:.:.

"

..

• Spr ing and Summer MCA T Compact Classes
• Excellent Test Preparat ion
• Volum in ous Homework Mate rtal
Lim ited Class Size
Taped Lessons for Rev iew or Missed Classes
• Course Mater ial Constantly Updated
• Instructors Exper ienced in Your Test

Most courses begin 8 weeks prior
to test date - REGISTER EARL Y

STANLEY H. KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER
2050 W. Devon, Chicago
(312) 764·5151
FOR ST. LOUIS
Classes Call
Chicago Collect
(312) 764-5151

20% OFF
SMITH CORONA PORTABLES
Salt> P i" t>
W/CASE
Regular
Prict>

SI51.50

CLASSIC 12
MODE~

199.50
219 .50

110

MODEl 120
ElECTRA 210

•

20% OFF
S121.10
159 .60

::::::::

175.00

~Il~

225.00

180.00

ElECTRA 220

260.00

CORONAMATIC 2200

295.00

208.00
136.00

lllllll:
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:::::::'
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UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
:::::::
Now Till CHRISTMAS
f~~~
____________ rm

c

CLAS,S IFIEDS
LOST
Oh boy am I in trouble. Lost the
Zodiac watch in SSBE my wife
gave me . Has inscription on
back. Reward - it's cheaper than
alimony - call 227-6469.

• - - --- - - -;-- - _!I'- __ - _______ - __ __ _ - ____ - - - - - __ _

FOR SALE
'72 GeRtHn, must sell - leaving
town. Offer. 863-5075.

CPA COURSE
PASS IT AROUND
Need an inexpensive photographer for your wedding? Call
426-3621. Leave message for
Don.

Future CPA's learn how to
prepare for the CPA Exam.
Becker CPA Review Course. Can
collect 314-421-6250.
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Iindians

l

Manipulating reality
Brock J. Hanke
"Indians;" by Arthur Koplt;
Loretto-HUton
Technical sophistication is the
key to the Loretto-Hilton's brilliant performance of Arthur
Kopit's "Indians." The play
itself is a technical exhibition in
modern comedics, which decidedly improves on Kopit's
earlier "Oh Dad, Poor Dad,
Momma's Hung You in the
Closet and We're Feeling so
Sad." Added to the earlier skill
in manipulation of realities is a
thoroughly controlled black
humor and an ability to shift in
topicality which may be Kopit's
major contribution to drama.
References and parallels to
Vietnam and plastic Liberalism
are intermixed with commentary
on every period in American
politics and paralleh to every
point in the history of media,
and all are recognizable.

Reality manipulation drives
the plot. The Standing Rock
Commission and Sitting Bull's
death combine to provide the
framework for flashbacks to
Buffalo Bill's Wild West show.
Both the framework and the
flashbacks maintain an internal
plot and Buffalo Bill moves back
and forth. Joneal Joplin performs Bill impeccably, keeping
his shifts in age 'and character
clear.

difficult for a modern audience,
raised on the intensity of Ibsen
and the nonsense of lonesco, to
take a technical comedy seriously, but here it is. Watch for
these three quotes:
Sitting Bull: "We are great
Indians and should be no less
great as white me?....
Senator Logan: "All that you
have and are today is because of
the government."
Buffalo Bill Cody: '''bout all I
have to say. Maybe if you think
about it, some good'lI come of
it. -- I don't know."

THE· ARTS
................
......------

And concentrate on the
Indians. Not the chiefs, but the
anonymous masked figures
whose presence, music, or
tempo of movement control all
the scenes, whether they are
physically there or not. They are
the theme.
Go to see this play. It runs
through Nov. 16. I have never
seen its better in St. Louis, nor
in New York. If you don't you
will kick yourself. You will miss
a treat. You will even miss
Geronimo in a cagell

•

~

•

Apathy greets musIc
•
Gregory Marshall

I walked into the University
Center at UMSL last Friday
about 12:30, pm, which appears
to be in steep competition with
The Newman Center for the
campus's leading springboard
for social intercourse. Upon
entering, I immediately noticed,
unlike the other times I've been
through the SU, that something
melodic and beautiful mingled in
the air amidst the other
amalgamated noises.
I looked at the students to see
if they also had heard it, and
from the lack of reaction on their
faces, decided they were too
busy to notice. Some lay
sprawled over various sitting
apparatuses;
their
faces
scrunched vice-like between
plugged and unplugged headphones. Others stuffed greasy

burgers and dangling hot dogs
into their mouths. Still others
chattered, giggled, screamed,
shouted, played social games of
interest-disinterest. They slept;
pretended to sleep; pretended to
study; studied; read; thought;
played with sex; related on
deep, pseudo-emotional,
philosophical levels; and most
abundantly they played cards.
They didn't notice, and if they
did, they didn't care, but at the
far end of the lounge, between
the acoustic piano and the
pop-art saxophone portrait, sat a
bearded, middle-aged man on.a
stool playing a guitar. On his
left, a tall, dark-haired bassist
hunched over his instrument,
moving the bow over the strings.
The two played for well over
an hour, and the music they
created was not blaringly loud

beyond the point of distortion, or~
accompanied by flashing lights
or acrobatic antics. No one
danced around; no one stuck a
knife in his organ (so to speak);
no one wore dazzling costumes;
no one smoked pot. There wa'S
no smoke, dry ice, pillars, cages,
balloons, manikins, explosions,
etc. There was nothing but
music; lyrical, rhythmic and
explorative; created spon.taneously by two very capable
musicians.
But ~hen, perhaps music isn't
enougll for the UMSL student.
Perhaps it's too much. At any
rate, I hope that those students
in the SU that day weren't too
inconvenienced by the music of
Lyle Harris and Gary Lawrence.
Some seemed slightly annoyed
when they applauded. After all,
in order to do this, they had to
set their cards down.

ME

•

•

•

•

A

PRIEST

Although reality devices are
usually considered absurdist,
they are actually epic in derivation, as are the emphasis on
political events and the presentation of blatant .spectacle. In
epic the specta~le has always
served to promote one fictional
line of politics and the framework to relate the fictional to the
topically real. Kopit goes one
step further by refusing to
identify either as real, thus
allowing for a two-way in~rplay
of ideas. This takes epic out of
the realm of the diatribe- and
gives it a full scope.

CARROL&;
O'CONNOR
BORC.NINE
LAW AND DISORDER

??
••

"ONE OF THE FUNNIEST SEDUCTION
SEQUENCES ON RECORD!" &.
-Judith Crist, New York Magazine

•

LATE SHOW
FAI.
SAT:

11: 15

•

it)

A play of this technical complexity requires professional
production for one reason .- to
get an even cast. The precision
of the play requires that there'
should be no "stars" or ·
"amateurs" to unbalance the
construction. Davey MarlinJones' company performs the
near-impossible here. The only
standout performance is Henry
Strozier's Chief Joseph, and that
is too short a part to unbalance
the play. Credit goes also to
Joneal Joplin who, as Bill, has
many chances to be a big star
and undermine the play. His
restraint is rare, please don't
discourage it by overlooking
him.

WHO FOLLOWS JESUS ...
Any generous young man who would like to present the
Gospel message in a creative way . . . who would like
to serve the needs of people . .. young to elderly .. .

WHAT DO THEY DO ...
_ Parish work _ Teaching _ Missionary work
_ Sociol work _ Campus ministry _ Hospital
_ Religious education _ Military chaplain _ Worship
_ Youth work

!

fOR fURTHER IHfOR!:TlOH WRITE:

Fr. Anthony O'Connell Vocation Director
245 North Levering P.O. Box #858
Hannibal. M .63401

Fr. James Hart, Vocation Director
. P.O. Box #1037. Kansas City. Mo. 64141

Fr. Don Brinkman, Vocation Director
5200 Glennon Drive. St. Louis. Mo. 63119

Despite using absurdist and
epic techniques, Kopit maintains a serious theme, too. It is

•

Fr. Ernest Marquart, Vocation Director
2818 East Bennett. Springfield. Mo. 65804

DA
Aquarian Headcenter Boutique

The Trial of Billy Jack
It takes up where Billy Jack left off.
Sterrln"

DELORES TAYLOR and TOM LAUGHLIN '
SpeCial engagement Sorry NO passes

PIPES
PAPERS
PARAPHERNALIA
JEWELRY
MACRAME
LEATHER

BOOKS
Sli Fi and Occult
(Ilew and used)
LIGHTS
CANDLES
INCENSE

CINEMA 1t1 710 CRESTWOOD VILLAGE MANCHESTER
CINEMA 1t2 8 ESQUIRE 3 PADDOCK SOUTH CITY 4 SEA ONS

POSTERS
PATCHES
PICTURES

126 S. FLORISSANT ROAD
. Right duwntown
in the Very Heart uf FUNKY FERGUSON

•
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Rivermen reac~ regionals
Brian FUncbpaugb

•

•

•

•

Post season is a new season.
Despite the indignity ' of four
losses, the injury-riddled UMSL
soccer Rivermen have been
tabbed for the NCAA Midwest
regional tournament for the third
consecutive year. Out of this
four team tourney will come the
Midwest representative to the
NCAA Division II champiunships
to be held at UMSL on Nov. 28
through the 30.
The four teams competing for
the Midwest berth are Eastern
Illinois University , Western
Illinois University, lIIinoisChicago Circle and UMSL. The
number one seed in the midwest
regional went to Eastern lllinois,
the number two position to
Western lllinois, number three
to UMSL, and the fourth to
' lI1inois-Chicago Circle.
The teams will pair off with
the number one seed, Eastern
lIIinois, facing the number four
seed, lllinois-Chicago Circle at
Eastern Illinois , and with
Western lI1inois, the number two
.
seed, hosting UMSL.
For the season Eastern Illinois·
fmished with an 8-3-0 record to
obtain the number one seed,
Western lIIinois ended its season
with a mark of 7-3-2, UMSL
finished their season with a

6-4-2 record and ICC with a
6-7-2 mark. The Rivermen, .in
the course of the regular -season,
defeated Eastern lllinois , tied
Western Ulinois and s.uffered a
loss at the hands of ICC.
UMSL, seeded third, will be
trying to defend its Midwest
regional title and the NCAA
Division II championship won
last year. In regional play last
season the Rivermen defeated
Western lllinois 3-1 and beat
Eastern Illinois 2-1 to reach the
finals.
"
.
' .
Western III. will host UMSL
on their home field Saturday.
The game is scheduled for '
Saturday, Nov. 16 at 10:30 am in
Macomb, Illinois. The final will
be played on Nov. 23.
Injuries may play a large role
in the outcome of the regionals.
UMSL coach Don Dallas has lost
the services of Denis Kiely for
the season and a rash of injuries
have followed. Back Jim Creamer suffered what appears to be a
broken ankle in the Western
Illinois game last Saturday and
Frank Flesch, injured against
Rockhurst, may not see action in
the regionals. In 'the course of the
season a number of players have
. suffered injuries including Kevin
Missey and Tim Kersting. However, both are expected to .start
against Western Illinois.

.

UMSL, Western tie 0-0
John Volpo

•

..

.

. UMSL and Western l11. waited
over a month to play and still no
one walked off the field as the '
winner.
That was the situation last
Saturday when the Ri vermen
took on the Leathernecks in
game that was originally to be
played Sept. 28 at UMSL but
was called on account of heavy
rain .
The match, which had great
significance on the seeding of
teams for the NCAA Regionals,
was moved over to SIU-E because of the condition of the
Rivermen's field which is being
readied for the NCAA Tournament Finals the 28 and 30 of this
1n011th .
Western ' IiI. came into the
game with a record of 8-3-1,
including a big victory over
SID-Edwardsville by the score of
5-4 in the lllinois Governor's
Cup .

UMSL, on the other hand, came
into the game with a 6-4-2'
record, recently defeating Rockhurst 6-0 and Washington University 4-1 in their last two
outings.
. Although the outcome of the
game was a scoreless tie, UMSL
put together several good scoring drives .
Ted O' Neill had a few opportunities, on one occasion he had
a breakaway but shot wide , and
Jim McKenna couldn't find the
nets , several times just a few
yards out.
UMSL outs hot the Leathernecks 25-11 which included 5
shots off of the foot of Mark
leGrand and 5 from O'Neill.
And S'O UMSL wraps. up the
'74 regular season with a 6-4-2
record and turn the tide now to
the NCAA Finals hoping to
repeat the performance of last
year's finals and come away
with the NCAA Division 11
Championship.

A-I TUXEDO
'One of the country's largest'
II LOCATIONS .

.20% discount with this ad·

[he

)'edrs tetlch much u 'hich the dtl)'s

•
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Women finish high in state meets
Facing the challenge of state
competition for the first time,
the UMSL women' s field hockey
and volleyball teams entered the
championship tournaments with
high hopes. Though both teams
failed to garner a state title each
finished well up in the stand- '
ings.
UMSL's vo\1eyba\1
team
traveled to Cape Girardeau, Mo .
for its tourney and came away
with a record of 7-7-0, good for a
fourth place tie.
Dropping the opening round
to Southwest Missouri State 15-3
nd 15-1, the women scored
wins against Stephens College,
~EMO, three wins agai,!st . the
University of . Missouri-Kansas

The annual " Meet the Rivermen" night introducing the
'74-75 UMSL basketball team,
will be held on Friday, Nov. 15.
The activities will be highlighted
by an inter-squad game in which
the Rivermen varsity will be
split into two teams, one
coached by assistant coach Dan
Wall and the other by Cozell
Walker.
A variety of pre-game activiti es are planned before the
contest at 8:00 pm. Beginning at
6:15 pm the festivities will be
enlivened by a coed volleyball
tournament, a jello eating contest and a dribble and shoot
relay. Trophies and awarps will •

Rebbe provides solace
for harriers
Jim Shanahan

Amid the frustrations of losing
his top runner for the season
due to illness, a second transferring to Columbia and a third
being sidelined by injury halfway through the season, the
:performance of freshman Neil
Rebbe has provided some solace
to head coach Dan Wall.
Rebbe began running at
Parkway West High School,
where he broke the 10 minute
barrier in the two mile with a
time of 9:48. He stepped right
into the number two spot when
the season opened this yea~ , and
took over as the top runner
,when captain Steve Barylski was
sidelined with a hip injury. His
best performance was a first
place finish in a dual meet
victor~ against Principia.

knou'

COMMUNIUERSITY
•

--offering courses free from fees, credits or
prerequisites
--courses open to anyone from tbe university or
the community which surrounds It

filling out form at Informatio~ D~sk .
contacting Communiversity at 5105 .
or writing 262 University Center
Registration for February courses begins the first week of Winter semester
at Information Desk'

•

a.

Judy Whitney, director of
women's athletics at UMSL,
commenting on her two teams
. said, "Everyone in the Rjv~rman
athletic department is extremely
pleased with the success our
~ women have had this year. The
women have worked and practiced hard for their respective
. sports and should be proud of
·their a~complishments ."

be presented to the winners in
each event with points given for
first, second and third place in
each contest. In each event a
Participation Trophy will be presented to the team accumulating
the most points.
At 8:00 pm the '74-75 Rivermen will tip-off their intersquad
game with the " Riverbelles "
providing the half-time entertainment. After the contest a
" Hoc Soc " will follow with
contests and prizes to fol1ow.
For UMSL basketball fans,
athletic director and h ea d
basketbal1 coach, Chuck Smith,
will unveil his new find s for the
upcoming season. Six new
freshmen this season give hope
for a winning campaign. The
new recruits are Rolandis Nash ,
6-5 forward from Vashon High
School; Bill Schmidt, a 6-3 guard
from Belleville West High ; Greg
Ahart, a 6-3 forward from Edwardsvil1e High ; Mike McCormack, a 6-0 guard from C.B.C.;
Lamont Shannon. a 6-0 guard
from University City High. and
Dave Watkins, a 6-4 forward
from McCluer.
Arnon'g the top newcomers this
. year for the Rivcrmen is junior
col1e~e transfer Warren . Wynn .
Wynn, a 6-9 center from Forest
Park Community Col1ege, had a

, ----_._--
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Other returnees include 6-4
forward Jim Goessling, 6-7
center Jim Pelechek, 6-3 guard
Dale Wills, 6-4 forward Tom
Fish, and 6-5 forward Dale
Hoette. Goessling finished the
year with a 6-0 scoring average
and 5.6 rebounding mark. Pelechek finished with 7.5 points and
5.4 rebounds, Wil1s with 4.8
points and 1.6 rebounds , Fish
with 5.0 points and 2.5 rebounds, and Hoette with 5.6
points and 4.1 rebounds .
, "Meet the Rivermen" on Nov.
15 'may prove an insight IDtO,
what type of team UMSL .
basketbal1 fans can look forward
to on the cold nights of winter.
Looks will not be deceiving.

#

~~Ox24

o
o
o

15 ,)oint-per game average and a
15.0 rebound average in his final
season of juco play. Wynn is
expected to fill a hole at center
for UMSL, a problem that
plagued the Rivermen last year.
Heading the returnees is
sophomore guard Bob Bone. A
former Al1-I\Iinois selection at
Collinsvi11e High School , the 6-0
backcourt ace averaged 21.3
points per game last year and
placed ninth on the al1 time·
UMSL scoring list.
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Extra Size .. 'Full Color J
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•• PHOTO ENLARG~ENTS
FOR EXTRA SMALL PRICES
I

I.

Anyone with ideas or skills to share can of.fer a course or discussion group by:

•

!playoff match to determine the
outcome of their tie,
Overal1, the UMSL field
hockey team finished its season
-with a record of 7-1-4, a remarkable reversal of last season when
·they went winless.

"Meet Rivermen" night on tap for Friday

Ralph Waldo Emerson

t

City and a win over Central Mo.
·State.
On the very same weekend
the UMSL field hockey team
traveled to Columbia, Mo. for its
state field hockey tournament,
:where they finished with an
0-1-2 record and a third place
finish. The UMSL women ti~d
Northeast Missouri State and
Southeast Missouri State by an
identical score of 0-0 and lost to
St. Louis University by a 1-0
tally.
. The number one finisher in
the field hockey competition is
still to be decided between
University of Missouri-Columbia
-and Southwest Missouri State.
These two teams must hold

GET FULL COLOR PHOTO ENLARGEMENTS
FROM YOUR NEGA11VE, PRINT- OR SUDE*
.
EXtra Sized Enlargements Mate Excellent . Gifts,
Gags. Room Decorations. Conversation Pieces •
Mementos, etc .

•

I

Missouri Residents.. add 50/0 Tax, plus 75 cents postage and handling per enlargement.
SEND cHECK Oil MONEY ORDER T(), .
THE RELA11VES, INC.
1.253 Pierre f:.aclede Center, 7701 FOrsYth Bouievafd
Oayton. MO 631 95 .
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A Lighthearted Look at Love
. presented by .
The Royal Shakespeare Company
•
..
starring
Richard Todd

•

•

•

•

with

Ann Firbank'
Clifford Rose. Hugh Sullivan
Martin Best,songs & guitar

ENGLAND'S FAMED ROYAL SHAKESPEARE COMPANY REGALES THE AUDIENCE WITH' A LIGHT~
HEARTED COLLECTION OF WRITINGS AND SONGS ABOUT LOVE, WIDE-RANGING J AND WELL OFF
THE BEATEN LITERARY TRACK J THE SHOW MOVES FROM SIR WALT~R RALEIGH AND SHAKESPEARE
TO .GEORGE BERNARD SHAW'S JUBILANT ACCOUNT OF HIS MOTHER S FUNERAL AND A HYMN TO
THE APHRODISIAC POWER OF COCOA,
'
.
.

Saturday, November 161 8:30pm 1.lc. .Penney Aud~
$2 UMSL Students 1$3UMSL FAC. & Staff 1$4 PUblic

•

•

. THIS t'ROGRAM IS A PRESENTATION OF THE UNIVERSITY PROGRAM BOARD AND .HAS BEEN
SUBSIDI~ED WITH STUDENT .ACTIVITY FUNDS.
ADVANCE TICKETS 'AVAlLABLE AT THE UNIVERSITY. CENTER INFORMATION DESK.
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